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Abstract. We develop a computationally less expensive alternative to
the direct solution of a large sparse symmetric positive definite system
arising from the numerical solution of elliptic partial differential equation
models. Our method, substituted factorization , replaces the computa-
tionally expensive factorization of certain dense submatrices that arise in
the course of direct solution with sparse Cholesky factorization with one
or more solutions of triangular systems using substitution. These sub-
stitutions fit into the tree-structure commonly used by parallel sparse
Cholesky, and reduce the initial factorization cost at the expense of a
slight increased cost in solving for a right-hand side vector. Our analysis
shows that substituted factorization reduces the number of floating-point
operations for the model k × k 5-point finite-difference problem by 10%
and empirical test show execution time reduction on average of 24.4%.
On a test suite of three-dimensional problems we observe execution time
reduction as high as 51.7% and 43.1% on average.

1 Introduction
The solution of sparse linear systems arising from finite discretization of second-
order elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs) dominates the execution time
of scientific codes [12]. These systems of linear equations may be solved by two
broad categories of solvers, namely direct or iterative [6, 7, 9, 15]. In application,
a third hybrid category may appear, which tries to balance trade-offs between
direct and iterative solvers [3, 4]. They make no claim on the number of iterations
needed to solve the system, and therefore hybrid methods can be seen as a
preconditioned iterative method. We provide a new formulation used as a direct
method by making substitutions in place of factorization, and demonstrate how
this formulation results in savings over the direct method sparse Cholesky while
providing a robust solution.

This paper provides a detailed understanding and analysis of our new substi-
tuted factorization (SF ), and demonstrates our method as an alternative direct
method formulation for solving systems arising from finite discretization of a
second-order elliptic PDE on quasi-uniform grids. Although other methods ex-
ist, the choice of the best method depends on the number of solves, robustness,



and memory constraints. Direct methods provide a desired robustness and low
cost for multiple solves that many iterative solvers cannot provide. However,
the high computational cost of factorization in direct methods makes iterative
method more desirable unless this cost can be amortized with multiple solves.
Our method provides a middle ground in terms of the number of solves needed
to amortize factorization cost while still providing the desirable robustness.

2 Background and Related Work
A number of methods exist to solve systems arising from second-order ellip-
tic PDE models. Sparse direct solvers [6, 9] use sparse factorization to compute
robust solutions. Iterative solvers, such as Krylov space based Conjugate Gradi-
ents (CG) [7, 15], attempt to solve systems faster by iteratively converging to a
solution. Many elliptic problems can be efficiently solved using domain decom-
position methods (DDM) by splitting the problem into smaller domains. DDM
may solve the arising systems or be used to precondition Krylov space iterative
methods, and the effectiveness varies with problem and decomposition.

When using an iterative method similar to CG, the number of iterations
needed to solve for a single right-hand side vector (RHS) depends on the condi-
tion number of the matrix. The condition number of a matrix is defined as:
δ(A) = ‖A‖2‖A−1‖2 [7]. In particular, the number of iterations needed for CG
to converge is O(

√
δ(A)) [2].

For symmetric systems of equations arising from finite discretization of a
second-order elliptic PDE on regular grids, the condition of the matrix is known
to be greater than O(h−2). Generally, h−1 equals n1/2 for two-dimensional (2D),
and n1/3 for three-dimensional (3D) grids. However, the condition number for
submatrices used may be better. Mansfield [13] demonstrates the condition num-
ber for the Schur complement is bounded by O(h−1) for the broad class of linear
systems arising from finite discretization of a second-order elliptic PDE on reg-
ular grids. SF uses this bound to fix the number of iterations for CG.

Hybrid solvers [3, 4] use various combinations of direct and iterative meth-
ods. These hybrid solvers partition the matrix into submatrices linked by other
submatrices that correspond to separators in the graph representation, and the
resulting form may be similar to:A11 0 AT31

0 A22 A
T
32

A31 A32 A33

x1 = xs1 + xd1
x2 = xs2 + xd2

x3

 =

f1f2
f3

. (1)

Sparse factorization or incomplete factorization of these submatrices are used to
compute a solution vector.

SF is related to our earlier work, Booth, Chatterjee, Raghavan, & Frasca. [3],
which uses equation 1, and we refer to this method as DI. In DI, sparse Cholesky
is applied to A11 and A22, incomplete Cholesky to the submatrix corresponding
to the separator, and A31 and A32 remain unfactored. After factorization, DI
applies direct forward/backwards solves to find xd1 and xd2, and uses precondi-
tioned CG to solve for x3. Finally, DI uses forward/backward solves to find xs1
and xs2. SF uses DI’s framework, and provides a new formulation by expanding
A33 and using factorization on A31 and A32.



3 Substituted Factorization Formulation
In this section, we present our alternative direct method known as substituted
factorization (SF ). For our method, we consider a sparse linear system Ax = f ,
where A is a n × n sparse symmetric positive definite matrix (A ∈ Rn×n),
f ∈ Rn×1, and x ∈ Rn×1. We wish to solve for x, and we rely on a graph
representation of the sparse matrix A to construct a tree-structure. In this graph
representation, each row/column represents a node and an undirected edge exists
iff A(i, j) 6= 0. Additionally, self edges, i.e., A(i, i) 6= 0, are removed.

Nodes in the graph are split into two disconnected sets of nodes (Ω0 and
Ω1) and a small set of nodes (Λ0) that separates them. Λ0 is commonly called a
separator andΩis the domains. In a tree-structure, each separator is the parent of
two domains. These domains can be split recursively. When done recursively, the
resulting tree has leaf nodes of disconnected domains and internal parent nodes
of separators. This tree-structure may impose a new ordering for the sparse
matrix A by numbering the nodes corresponding to separators after those of
their children. This ordering is known as nested dissection (ND) [5, 11].

By splitting the graph twice and reordering, we rewrite A and its associated
Cholesky factorization as follows:

A11 AT31 AT71
A22 A

T
32 AT72

A31 A32 A33 AT73
A44 AT64 A

T
74

A55 A
T
65 A

T
75

A64 A65 A66 A
T
76

A71 A72 A73 A74 A75 A76 A77


&



L11

L22

L31 L32 L33

L44

L55

L64 L65 L66

L71 L72 L73 L74 L75 L76 L77


,

where A = LLT . We divide the submatrices of the sparse Cholesky into two
groups, namely domains and separators.

The domain (i ∈ { 1, 2, 4, 5}) and their corresponding off-diagonal entries
can be written as Aii = LiiL

T
ii and Aji = LjiL

T
ii where j is an index of a separator

such that j ∈ { 3, 6, 7}. Additionally, the diagonal entries corresponding to our
domains will be relatively sparse compared to our separators after factorization.
Therefore, we perform sparse Cholesky on both the diagonal and off-diagonal
domain submatrices.

The separators (i ∈ { 3, 6, 7}) submatrices have the following equations

A73 = L71L
T
31 + L72L

T
32 + L73L

T
33, (2)

A76 = L74L
T
64 + L75L

T
65 + L76L

T
66, (3)

A77 = L71L
T
71 + L72L

T
72 + L73L

T
73 + L74L

T
74 + L75L

T
75 + L76L

T
76 + L77L

T
77.(4)

Because these submatrices become dense during factorization, we avoid comput-
ing their factorization. The matrices, LjjL

T
jj , for the top levels are commonly

referred to as the Schur complement, and denote them as Ajj . To avoid factor-
ization, we solve each Ajj with associated right-hand side using a fixed number
of iterations of CG guarantee to converge, thus making our method direct.



Traditional direct methods that implement sparse Cholesky have a forward
and backward stage when solving for a given right-hand side (f). During the
forward and backward stages, an updated right-hand side must be formed for
each of the separating pieces, i.e., j ∈ {3, 5, 7}. These new right-hand sides

(denoted f̂j) need updates by all Lj,i where i corresponds to all node underneath

j in the tree-structure, e.g., f̂3 = f3 − L31L
−1
11 f1 − L32L

−1
22 f2. However, we save

operations by not finding the factorization LjjL
T
jj and its corresponding off-

diagonal entries for the top levels in our tree-structure. Instead, SF keeps the
following equations from (2) and (3) as:

E73 = L73L
T
33 = A73 − L71L

T
31 − L72L

T
32, (5)

E76 = L76L
T
66 = A76 − L74L

T
64 − L75L

T
65, (6)

and substitutes them when forming the associated right-hand side for A77.
Using substitution, we can write the solution to the set of linear equa-

tions in two sets, namely forward and backward. The forward set is defined as:

xf1 = L−1
11 f1,

xf2 = L−1
22 f2,

xf4 = L−1
44 f4,

xf5 = L−1
55 f5,

xf3 = A33
−1
f̂3,

xf6 = A66
−1
f̂6,

x7 = A77
−1
f̂7,

where

f̂3 = f3 − L31x
f
1 − L32x

f
2 ,

f̂6 = f6 − L64x
f
4 − L65x

f
5 ,

f̂7 = f7 − L71x
f
1 − L72x

f
2 − L74x

f
4 − L75x

f
5 − E73x

f
3 − E76x

f
6 .

Using this forward set, the backward set is defined as:

x1 = L−T
11 (xf1 − LT31x3 − LT71x7),

x2 = L−T
22 (xf2 − LT32x3 − LT72x7),

x4 = L−T
44 (xf4 − LT64x6 − LT74x7),

x5 = L−T
55 (xf5 − LT65x6 − LT75x7),

x3 = xf3 −A33
−1
ET73x7,

x6 = xf6 −A66
−1
ET76x7.

4 Cost Analysis
In this section, we provide the cost analysis in terms of the number of mul-
tiplication operations (Ops) needed by SF . This analysis focuses on applying
SF on the model k×k finite-difference 5-point stencil problem. We will examine
the setup cost, i.e., the cost of factorization, and solve cost for SF compared to
sparse Cholesky with ND ordering (Chol). The setup and solve cost are denoted
as Γ isetup and Γ isolve where i is either SF or Chol. Additionally, we provide a
comparison of the cost to solve multiple RHS, and provide a break even point
between the two methods in terms of the number of RHS.
Setup Cost. We first consider the setup cost of Chol and SF . The setup cost
to apply sparse Cholesky to a matrix A approximately equals 1/2

∑n
i=1 nnz(i)

2

where nnz(i) is the number of nonzeros in the i th column of L, such that
A = LLT [6]. When A is reordered with ND, George [5] provides that ΓCholsetup ≈
267
28 k

3 − 17k2 log2 k + 847
28 n

2 +O(k log2 k).



SF has the same number of Ops as the previous analysis minus the cost to
factor the top level ”+” separator which accounts for A33, A66, and A77. The

cost to factor the ”+” separator is
∑3k/2
i=k i2 − 1

2

∑k
i=1 i

2 = 23
24k

3 + 7
8k

2 + 1
6k.

Therefore, our setup cost equals:

ΓSFsetup ≈
1441

168
k3 − 17k2 log2 k +

235

8
k2 +O(k log2 k). (7)

As our result, setup cost for SF has approximately 10% fewer Ops than Chol .
Solve Cost. When solving using Chol , the number of Ops is on the order of
the number of nonzeros. CG with no precondition requires O(n1.5) Ops to solve
the model problem [2]. George and Liu [6] state ΓCholsolve = 31/4k2 log2 k +O(k2).

SF performs sparse Cholesky on the leaf nodes and a fixed number of CG
steps on the parent nodes. These parent nodes correspond to the Schur comple-
ments, and these nodes have a bounded condition number less than that of the
whole system. For the model problem, the condition number is O(h−2), and the
condition number for our Schur complement will be less than O(h−1) ≈ k [13].
Additionally, we know that CG will theoretically converge to a solution in

√
δ(A)

with exact arithmetic [2]. Using these two facts, we set our fixed number of it-
erations to γ = β

√
k where β > 0 is some unknown constant. For SF , the cost

for a solve is

ΓSFsolve =
31

4
k2 log2 k + (c− 2)k2 + 2βk5/2 (8)

where c is the constant from ΓCholsolve .
Number of Solves. Despite slightly more Ops during solving, SF has fewer
Ops for factorization and solving some m RHS. The m is easily seen to be
23
24k

3 ≈ 2βk5/2m, which translates to m ≈ 23
48βk

1/2.

5 Experiments and Evaluation

In this section, we present numerical experimentation of SF . SF is constructed
using DSCPACK [14] for factorization, and using WSMP [10] for CG. The code
is constructed using C and FORTRAN, and compiled using gnu 4.7.2 compilers
with O3 optimization. GotoBLAS2 [8] is used by all solvers. We compare Ops
to DSCPACK (DSC), the direct symmetric WSMP, and the hybrid solver from
Booth et al. [3] (DI). However, we only compare times against DSC and WSMP,
since DI is coded in MATLAB.
Test Suites. Our experimentation evaluates SF over a collection of 2D and 3D
problems. Test matrices are divided into two test suites. Test suite A comprises
of k × k 5-point stencil Laplacian problems (2DL) of varying size. Test suite A
evaluates the analysis of the previous section using perfect separators similar to
those in the analysis. Test suite B contains 3D problems, and uses separators
found using a multi-level partitioning scheme from WSMP. Test suite B com-
prises of 3D regular grid Laplacian problems (3DL) and stiffness matrices for a
brick in 3D using 20 node serendipity elements and the equations of linear elas-
ticity (Brick). Brick is generated using ex10.c from PETSc [1]. These matrices
are found in Table 1 and 2.



Table 1: Test Suite A

Matrix n nonzeros

2DL300 90,000 448,800
2DL500 250,000 1,248,000
2DL700 490,000 2,447,200

Table 2: Test Suite B

Matrix n nonzeros

3DL40 64,000 401,896
3DL50 125,000 802,376

Brick20 13,860 1,912,944
Brick30 44,640 6,500,784

Metrics for Evaluation. We evaluate methods in terms of the number of Ops
and time to factor and solve (T). When comparing Ops, we will commonly use
relative improvement (ROps(x)) to compare method x to WSMP, and compare
the time for setup and solving m RHS for method x to WSMP as RTime(x),

i.e., ROps(x) =
Ops(WSMP)−Ops(x)

Ops(WSMP)
, RTime(s) =

T(WSMP)−T(x)
T(WSMP)

.

Evaluation of Test Suite A: 2D Laplacian problems. We evaluate our
cost analysis of the 2D stencil problem in Fig. 1 using 1 and 20 solves. For
this evaluation, we assume that β is 1/2 and therefore use the fixed number of
1/2
√
k CG iterations. For all RHS, the solution found with SF has error on the

same order of magnitude as WSMP. We notice in Fig. 1 (a) that SF reduces the
number of Ops similar to predicted in the analysis section by approximately 10%.
The slight increase of reduced Ops with size comes from Ops reduction during
solve. This growing reduction with problem size demonstrates the usefulness of
SF for large problems, and this is further demonstrated in Fig. 1 (b). Fig. 1
(b) demonstrates the Ops for solving 20 RHS will be better for SF on larger
problems than Chol . Note from our analysis and assumption of β, the number
of RHS while costing less is ≈ .96

√
k.

Fig. 1 (a) ROps 1RHS Fig. 1 (b) ROps 20RHS

Fig. 2 (a) RTime 1RHS Fig. 2 (b) RTime 20RHS



In further investigation, we examine the execution time for solving 1 and
20 RHS in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). We first notice SF ’s improvement over other
methods when performing one solve and how SF ’s improvement increases with
the size of the problem from 21% to 31%. Even when solving 20 RHS, our method
outperforms sparse Cholesky when k > 500.
Evaluation of Test Suite B: 3D Laplacian and Brick. Our second set
of problems represent a key area, because they are more difficult for iterative
methods, e.g., CG, and ND using multi-level partitioning schemes may have
larger separators. For this set, the fix number of CG iterations is set to 1000 based
on observed condition number, however we allow CG to stop if the relative error
of the solution below O(10−12). All the solutions have error similar in magnitude
to Chol .

Figure 3 presents the relative time for SF and DSC relative to WSMP for 1
and 50 RHS. We first notice the execution times are better than those from test
suite A. The execution time is greater than 40% for all matrices solving once.
This better performance is in part due to the larger Schur complement in the top
levels of our tree. For Brick30, the top level separator dimension is 3960 where
the largest 2D top level separator dimension is 700.

Fig. 3 (a) RTime 1 RHS Fig. 3 (b) RTime 50 RHS

Additionally, we observe that 3D problems allow SF to solve a greater number
of RHS while costing less than sparse Cholesky. In Fig. 3 (b), SF solves almost
50 RHS before costing more than sparse Cholesky, and demonstrates a trade-off
between the number of solves and the number of nonzeros.
Experimentation with Iterative Solvers. SF outperforms DI which is shown
to be better for multiple solves than precondition CG in Booth et al. [3].

6 Substituted Factorization Contributions

SF provides two improvements from the work Booth et al. [3]. First, we construct
a direct method by bounding the number of iterations and using CG. Second,
we provide a new formulation that allows for the factorization of the off-diagonal
entries, thus removing the need for both forward/backward solves at multiple
steps. Additionally, the off-diagonal entries allow for our method to expand terms
related to A33 from equation 1 into submatrices that will be solved using our
derived substitutions. This expansion reduces Ops and provides better matrix
conditioning as observed in the experimental section.



7 Conclusions

Finding the most efficient solutions of sparse linear systems arising from finite
discretization of second-order elliptic PDEs is very important to the performance
of scientific codes. We have developed a substituted factorization (SF) that finds
solutions with the robustness of direct methods in less time than a direct solution
based on sparse Cholesky factorization for a given number of solves. Specifically,
the number of float-point operations during factorization will reduce by 10%
for the k × k finite-difference problem. Additionally, experiments on our test
suites demonstrate that execution time may reduce by as much as 48.9% on 3D
problems and 31.7% on our 2D problems. SF method provides a needed method
between sparse Cholesky and CG in terms of the number of solves needed to
amortize factorization or preconditioning cost.
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